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Abstract 

Multi-rate muliicasi has been proposed as a scalable 
solution io iransmitiing video over the Interne1 io receivers 
with heterogeneous and dynamic raie requiremenis. In this 
paper, the applicability of an equation-based mechanism io 
congestion control for a proiocol which bases its join and 
Ieave actions on the calculation of fhe TCP response 
function is invesiigaied We ,foc~ls on ihe rate calculaiion 
algoriihnl proposed in TFRC as it is currenily a very 
promising and maiure approach to calculaiing a TCP- 
compaiible rate. By means of a network simulaior und an 
adjusted TFRCprotocol rmplementation we show thai the 
TCP-compatible rate calculated with the algorithm as 
originally proposed tends / o  be biased when applied in 
environmenis with a low degree ofsta/istical muliiplexing. 
To improve the perforrnance of ihe basic algorithm, a 
simple heuristic approach is proposed. 

subject to research, TCP-compatibility of multicast flows is 
a valid faimess criterion in today's Intemet. 

In the rest of the paper, we will focus on layered 
schemes but the results obtained are hansferable to non- 
hierarchical encoded data as well. The primary goal and 
main contribution of this work is the investigation of tlie 
applicability of an equation-based approach to TCP- 
compatible congestion conhoi for layered transmission. In 
Section 2 we provide background infoimation and an over- 
view of some related work in the arca of TCP-compatible 
congestion control. The underlying TCP throughput model 
and the limitations of this approacli in an environment with 
a low degree of statistical multiplexing are described. In 
Section 3 we present our prototype implementation and 
validate the behavior of the basic protocol by means of sim- 
ulations. To overcoine the limitations o b s e ~ e d ,  we 
propose a simple heuristic but effective approach in 
Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we conclude the paper with 
an outlook. 

1. Introdiiction 
2. Background and related work 

With a progressing Wend towards more continuous 
media distribution we are facing problenis with the existing 
Intemet, where end Systems are cxpected to adopt the 
"social" rules and be cooperative by reacting to congestion 
signals and adapting their transmission rates properly and 
promptly. TCP, which provides appropriate mechanisms to 
meet the above requirements and prevents the lntemet from 
congestion collapse, is unfortunately not applicable to 
multicast streaming. These applications commonly rely on 
UDP as the underlying transport protocol and do not 
integrate TCP-compatible congestion conhoi mechanisms. 
In the context of the current best-effort Internet, this leads 
to highly unfair situations and in the worst case will lead to 
starvation of TCP traff~c or even congestion collapse. As a 
consequence, since TCP is the predominant transport 
protocol and thc faimess definitions for multicast are still 

There has been increasing interest in providing TCP- 
compatible solutions to congestion control for unicast as 
well as multicast flows. For an excellent survey of TCP- 
friendly congestion control protocols the reader is referred 
to [12]. The notion of a TCP-compatible flow refers to a 
flow that, in steady-state, uses no more bandwidth than a 
conformant TCP flow running under comparable 
conditions, according to [I]. 

In single-rate multicast Sessions, coiigestion control 
can be performed by the sender collecting feedback from 
the limiting receiver and adjusting the sending rate 
accordingly [13], quite similar as in the unicast case [2]. 
However, with a single transmission rate conflicting re- 
quirements of a Set of receivers cannot be satisfied 
simultaneously, i.e., receivers with lower capacities may 



suffer congestion while others may have their capacities 
underutilized. 

One of the first working examples of layered multicast 
transmission in the Intemet was Receiver-driven Layered 
Multicast (RLM) developed by McCanne et al. [5]. The use 
of RLM to control congestion is problematic since RLM's 
mechanisms of adding or dropping a single layer based on 
the detection of packet loss are not TCP-compatible. 
Vicisano et al. address this problem in their work on 
Receiver-driven Layered Congestion Control (RLC) [ I  I], 
which is based on exponentially dimensioned layer sizes, 
and generation of periodic bursts for bandwidth inference. 
The limitations of both protocols, RLM and RLC, are 
presented in [3], which are namely the inference 
mechanism and speed of convergence among others. 

lnstead of probing for available bandwidth, Turletti 
et al. [IO], Tan and Zakhor [9], Sisalein and Wolisz [8], and 
Liu et al. [4] use a TCP response function to adjust the rate, 
which has been derived in [6]. Following this basic 
approach, we have developed an equation-based 
congestion control for layered multicast, which is based on 
the TCP throughput model and rate calculation algorithm 
as used in TFRC [2] and TFMCC [13]. Both protocols are 
accepted as quite promising solutions for the delivery of 
continuous media via unicast and single-rate multicast, 
respectively. 

2.1 TCP throughput model 

The steady-state TCP throughput according to the TCP 
rnodel is calculated as a function of the round-trip time 
t ~ ~ ,  packet size s, and the steady-state loss ratep: 

The obvious way to measure the loss rate is as a loss 
fraction calculated by dividing the number of packets that 
were lost by the number of packets hansmitted. However, 
this does not accurately model the behavior of recent TCP 
implementations (NewReno, Sack), which halve the con- 
gestion window only once in response to several losses in 
a window of data. As a consequence, the loss rate measures 
tlie loss event rate rather thaii the packet loss rate. A loss 
event is defined as one or more losses during a round-trip 
time. The loss event rate can then be defined as p = I/n, 
with n, denoting the number of packets transmitted in the 
time r between two consecutive loss events. 

To prevent rate oscillations, it is necessary to 
accurately measure and smooth loss and round-trip time 
values. Appropriate filters are presented and evaluated in 

[2], and since our implementation is bascd oii TFRC, we 1 
refer to its original algorithnis and Parameters. 

2.2 Limitations of the rnodel 

The TCP throughput model described in Section 2.1 
assumes that both the round-trip tiine and the loss event 
rate are independent of the sending rate. Tliis holds in 
environments with a high level of statistical multiplcxing. 
But when only few flows share a bottleneck link, changes 
to the sending rate alter the conditions at the bottleneck 
link, which in turn can render the equation invalid. In our 
simulations we observed that the loss rate varies 
significantly with the sending rate, while the impact on tlie 
round-trip time is coinparably low. 

3. Basic approach 

Our goal is to investigate the practicability of the TCP 
throughput equation for layered multicast in principle. For 
this purpose, we use the network simulator ns-2. To  our 
knowledge, an implementation of a multicast protocol 
whicli could serve tlie purpose does not exist. But since at 
this Stage we are only interested in the performance of the 
rate calculation algorithm based on the underlying conhol 
function, we modified the ns-2 code of TFRC. In the 
following, we refer to the modified protocol as L-TFRC. In 
contrast to the original implementation, in L-TFRC the 
sending rate r.„,d can only be coarse-grained adjusted to 
one of the discrete rates (Li„ L,) iuith L; = 7 I ,  
where m denotes the number of layers and (, the size o jhe 
jth layer. It is obvious that with a larger number of layers 
m, the scheme becomes fine-grained, which iinproves 
fairness. On the other hand, since this increases tlie ovcr- 
head and complexity of the scheme, as a trade-off our 
scheme provides m = 3 possiblc sending rates [7]. 

3.1 Functionality 

The basic fiinctionality of L-TFRC is as follows: 

1 .  The session Starts with the transmission of the first 
layer for a fixed time interval t,„„,, to get an estimate 
of the current loss rate and round-trip-tiine. 

2. The receiver measures and updates the loss event rate 
p and reports this value to the sender. 

3. The sender measures the round-trip time and 
calculates tlie TCP-compatible rate rcolc according to 
the chosen TCP equation. 

4. Depending on the value of rc,l„ thc sendiiig rate is sct 
to r„,d = max(Li I L; < rmIc). 

5. 2 4  are repeated until the end of the session. 



3.2 Simulation configuration 

All our simulations were conducted using the network 
simulator ns-2. The network topology we used is the single 
bottleneck ("dumbbell") as shown in Figure 1. It consists 
of one L-TFRC source and receiver pair with m = 3 layers, 
and a varying number of competing TCP NewReno 
instances. All access links have a delay of 5 ms, and they 
are sufficiently provisioned to ensure that packet drops due 
to congestion occur only at the bottleneck link from Rl to 
R2. Tlie bottleneck link is configured to have a bandwidth 
of B = 2.5 Mbps and a propagation delay of 20 ms with a 
RED Queue and FIFO scheduling. The buffer size is 20 
packets and the packet size of all flows are set to 1,000 
bytes. 

Source I Receiver I 

2.5 Mbps120 ms 

Source N Receiver N 

Figure 1 : Simulation topology. 

3.3 Simulation results 

The objective of our initial simulation is to capture the 
principle steady-state behavior and transient behavior of 
the L-TFRC protocol. We set the sizes of the three layers 
such that {LijLi= 0,2 - 2 i  ' B,i = I ..3}. In order 
to examine the transient behavior, we change the number of 
competing flows from n = 2 to n = 1, and finally back to 
n = 2. Furthermore, to study the steady-state behavior, we 
keep each condition for a fixed time of 200 s stai-ting at 
1 = 0. 
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Figure 2: Transient and steady-state behavior of the basic 
L-TFRC when competing with a changing number of flows. 

As dcmonstrated in Figure 2, L-TFRC secms to adapt 
to clianging conditions appropriately, but in steady-state 1 

oscillates heavily between layer i and i+l if I 

Li I rfOi, < Li + 
. Since the layers are distributed coarse- , 

grained, in a streaming sceiiario this effect leads to , 
pronounced oscillatory leaps in display quality, which is ~ 
annoying for the User and should be reduced as much as 1 
possible. 1 

To gain insight in the underlying reason for the steady- 
state effects described above, in the next simulation 
scenario one L-TFRC instance is competing with a siiigle 
TCP instance. As this simple scenario is far from a 
statistical multiplexiiig environment, our interest is to study 
the rate calculation algorithm of the TFRC protocol ~ 
implementation in cases where the sending rate differs 
from the fair share. Thus, the sending rate is Set to each of 1 
the rates r X n d e  (LilLi = O,25 - i. B, i = 1 ..3} for a I 

certain time interval in order to find the value, the 
algorithni converges to. We Start sending at I =  10 s with ~ 
LI  , continue with L2 at I = 140 s, and L3 at I = 270 s until ~ 
I = 400 s. I 
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Figure 3: Calculated and sending rate. 

The calculated rate in Figure3 shows a quite 
pronounced variance, which would render solid join and 
leave decisions of the receivers difticult. This effect can be 
rediiced through adjustment of the smoothing filters, in 
turn negatively impacting the responsiveness of the 
protocol. But neglecting the variance, the mean value of the 
calculated tends tobe biased, a second effect which we are 
very interested in. When r,„,,,, is close to the fair sliarc, the 
algorithm produces quite good estimations, whereas when 
the sending rate is below or above the fair rate, thc 
calculated value is overestimated or underestiinatcd, 
respectively. This is a quite important observation since 
with a layered transmission, where only few discrcte 
sending rates are possible, we cannot assume the 
cumulative rates L, to match the fair share. In general, the 
sending rate will be biased to a lower value since for the 



purpose of TCP cotnpatibility r , ycd  = max(Li I Li < rfoi1.) 
should hold. Nevertheless, the erroneous estimation of the 
calculated rate will result in unwanted join and leave 
actions leading to tlie already observed oscillation between 
Li and L,+] such that L, 5 rhir < Li+  I . 

To further investigate the dependency of the calculated 
on tlie sending rate, in the next simulation we vary the latter 
such that r„,[/ = i .  0.05 . B ,  where B denotes the 
bottleneck bandwidth and i E [I ,I 91 . We repeat this 
simulation for a different nuniber n of competing TCP 
flows. 

Let Li and Li+,  denote the transmission rates such that 
L, 5 I ; ~ ~ . ~ ~  < L,  + I . While receiving layers I ..i, due to the 
overestimation a join for layer (;+I) will be triggered. We 
Store the loss event rate p,  at this momeiit. After a certain 
time, which is a function of the difference (L,+! - rfi jr) ,  the 
increasing loss event rate forces a leave action from layer 
(i+l). The measured loss event rate at this moment pic l  
corresponds to the loss event rate for L,,!. Both values, p ,  
and P,+! ,  are used in the following correction term to 
estimate the new loss event rates for calculated rates 
betwcen L, and Li+] : 

sending rate / bottleneck bandwidtli 

Figure 4: Impact of the sending rate on the calculated rate 

Figure 4 quantifies the already noticed impact of the 
sending on the calculated rate. It shows tliat as the number 
of concurrent Cross traffic flows increases, the effect 
reduces. Furtermore, in our simulations we observed that 
the impact of the sending rate on the loss event rate and its 
variance are much more pronounced than the impact on the 
round-trip time and its variance. For this reasoii, in our 
further investigations we focus on the loss event rate 
neglecting the round-trip time. 

4. Improved approach 

To prevent the described join and leave actions due to 
rate over- and underestimation, we propose to enhance thc 
estimation algorithm by means of a correction term. As the 
difference of estimated rate and the fair share is mainly tlie 
result of a loss event rate, which does not correspond to the 
actual calculated rate, we investigate a correction of the 
loss event rate based on linear interpolation. The key idea 
is to increasc or decrease the measured loss event rate as the 
calculated rate exceeds or undershoots the sending rate, 
respectively. The two fix points for the interpolation are the 
loss event rates measured at Li and Li+! where 
L i S r C u l , < L i + ,  . 

where rotc denotes the last calculated rate, p tlie current 
loss event rate as estiniated with the original algorithm, and 
pcorrecrecl its corrected value. The value ofpmdEd is then 
used to calculate the TCP-coinpatible rate r„l, with thc 
TCP throughput formula. 

This approach mimics a linear increase of the loss rate 
from pi to pi+] for a calculated rate augmenting from Li to 
Li+] .  As the loss event rate directly influences the value of 
the calculated rate, the overestimation should be prevented. 
We note that in environments, where the loss ratc is 
independent of the sending rate, the term - P , )  equals 
Zero and thus the correction has no influence on the original 
TFRC loss estimation. 

4.1 Simulations 

In the following simulations we keep the configuration 
as already introduced in Section 3.2. As with the basic 
approach, in the first simulation we Set the sizes of the three 
layers such that r„l,d E {L,IL,= 0 ,2  . 2 '  ' . B, i = l 3 } .  
The simulation Starts at t = 0 with one n = l competing 
flow, changes to n = 2 at 1 = 200 , and back to n =I 
t = 400 s. In order to reduce level leaps due to the high 
variance, we applied a simple smoothing filter for the 
calculated rate. 

Figure 5 and Figure 6 demonstrate the calculated rate 
and the resulting behavior of thc basic L-TFRC without 
correction and the enhanced version with correction tetni, 
respectively. In both cases the L-TFRC instances follow 
tlie changing condition. The basic approach again shows 
frequent oscillatioiis between the two levels. But the 
improved protocol tieeds only one leap to the higher level 
and back to get the Parameters for the correction tcrm and 
then acts quite smooth. Tlie mechanism at every sending 
level works quite the Same as previously described such 
that in each time interval the corrected value is close to the 
fair share rate 
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5. Conclusion and outlook 

In simulations we have demonstrated that, although 
the use of an equation-based approach to a TCP-compatible 
layered traiisniission is an elegant solution, it shows 
pathological behavior in an environment with a low degree 
of statistical multiplexing, which leads to frequent and 
annoying oscillations between the discrete sending rates. 
To iniprove the performance in such environnients, we 
prcsented a siiiiple, yet effective heuristic, which 
impleniented in a layered multicast protocol leads to a 
lower degree of erroneous join and leave actions. 

In future work, we will confirm our heuristic approacli 
with an analytical model, which might result in a better 
approxiiiiation of the behavior and possibly an improved 
solution. Finally, we will iricorporate the obtained results in 
the development of an equation-based multi-rate multicast 
congestion control protocol. 
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